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Alternating Connectivity

New Result

Question (Bennett Dudek Laforge 2016). Given
a graph G, can we color each edge red or blue so
that every pair of vertices has many dierent alternating paths connecting them?

The following is a simplied (not technically
correct) version of one of our new results.

Earth in six steps like the claim says). This is why

Theorem. Let k ≥ 2 be a positive integer such
that (np)k  n. If ` ≥ k + 1, then with probability
approaching 1 as n → ∞ we have κ` (G) ≈ np.

things like rumors and infectious diseases spread so

Denition. The alternating connectivity κ` (G) is
the maximum t such that there is an r-edge-coloring
of G such that any pair of vertices is connected by t
internally disjoint and alternating paths of length `.
Theorem (Bennett Dudek Laforge 2016). If G =
m
Km,n and n ≥ m  log n then κ2 (G) ≈ 2 and
m
for all k ≥ 2.
κ2k (G) ≈ 2k

ored red and blue. We proved the above theorem
by considering a random coloring of the edges (i.e.
we ip a coin to determine whether an edge is red
or blue). Random colorings have a lot of desirable
properties, for example every vertex will touch a
roughly equal number of red edges and blue edges.

Random Graphs

np

friends.

2

ing two vertices, or else the paths would overlap.

from our starting point. However it is quite hard

G(n, p)
with its edges col-

So suppose every person has about

could not have more than that many paths connect-

n, each vertex in
(n − 1)p ≈ np neighbors. So we

First note that for very large

K3,5

quickly.

(np) friends-ofk
friends, and so on, so there are about (np) people
at distance k . But there are only n people so if
(np)k  n then we strongly suspect that every
person in the world is at a distance of at most k

To make sense of it, consider the following.

Above we see the graph

of people (but we will not quite nd everyone on

has about

Also, many graphs including
called

G(n, p) exhibit the so-

small world phenomenon, which roughly

That means that they have about

to nd paths of length
length

k

so we settle for paths of

k + 1.

speaking says that the distance between any two

But we want the paths to also be alternating!

vertices is surprsingly small. You may have heard

So we use a random red-blue coloring of the edges,

the claim that for any two people on Earth, there

and to nd alternating paths from one vertex to

are at most six degrees of separation between them.

another we use a version of

While the number six is probably wrong, the moral

For each vertex we nd all of its red edges, then for

of the story is true: if we start with one person,

each red neighbor we explore all of its blue neigh-

examine their friends, then their friends-of-friends,

bors, and so on alternating color until we nd our

et cetera, we will very quickly nd a huge number

paths. See the illustration below.

breadth-rst search.

Many problems in graph theory are so hard in
general that they seem hopeless.

X3

So sometimes

mathematicians lower our expectations a bit, and

Y3

X2

try to prove that a statement is true for almost

X1

all graphs" (for some reasonable interpretation of

Y2

what that means) rather than insisting on prov-

Y1

ing it for all graphs. One way to address questions
about about almost all graphs to use a

random

graph model, the rst of which is due to Erd®s,
Rényi and Gilbert in the 1950's. Since then many

u

more models have been introduced, but they all
generate graphs according to the outcome of a random experiment.

v

Above we see a graph produced by Delta Airlines showing all of their ights in the US and
Canada.

It is highly complicated (but still much

simpler than say the Web Graph!), and dicult to

X10

understand with the naked eye.

Denition ( Erd®s-Rényi-Gilbert). The random
graph G(n, p) has n vertices, and each possible edge
is present with probability p, independently.
G(n, 1/2)
n vertices.

In particular,
any graph with

G(n, 1/2)

is equally likely to be
So if the probability

Another reason to study random graphs is for their

that

has a certain property is approach-

resemblance to real-world graphs such as the above

ing 1, it is fair to say that almost all graphs have

example of a graph of a social network.

that property.
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